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1. Samarra. The Great Mosque with its minaret.
2. Samarra. The Great Mosque: detail of brickwork on bastion.
2a. Samarra. Stucco mihrab from a private house found on the
site known as Madaqq al-Tabul.
3. Samarra. The Great Mosque of Abu Dulaf.
4. Near Samarra. The mausoleum of Imam Lur.
5. Near Samarra. Mausoleum of Imam Lur: interior of the dome.
6. Baghdad. Bab al-Tilism.
7. Baghdad. Bab al-Wastanl.
8. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Zumurud Khatun (popularly known
as "Sitt Zubaida").
9.' Baghdad. The mausoleum of Zumurud Khatun (popularly known
as "Sitt Zubaida"): interior of the muqarnag dome.
10. Baghdad. The minaret of Shaikh Ma'ruf.
11. Baghdad. The minaret of Shaikh Ma'ruf: the muqarnagat zone.
12. Samarra. The Iiarba bridge.
13. Samarra. The Harba bridge: detail of the span and
inscribed band.
14. Basra. The muqarnag dome of al-Hasan al-Basri.
15. Daquq. The minaret of the Great Mosque.
16. Mosul. The palace of Qara Saray.
17. Sinjar. Minaret dated 538/1201.
17a.2akhu. "Al-Jisr al-'AbbasI".
18. Mosul. The castle of Bash Tabiya.
19. Mosul. The minaret of al-Nurl Mosque.
20. Mosul. Al-Mujah.idl mosque.
21. Arbll. The minaret al-Muzaffariya before restoration.
22. Arbll. The minaret al-Muzaffariya after restoration.
23. Mosul. Mausoleum of al-Imam Yahya ibn al-Qasim.
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24. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' al-Khaffafln.
25. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' al-Khaffafln after recent
restoration.
26. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' Qumriya.
27. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' Qumriya: detail of the base.
28. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): the courtyard.
29. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): the main Twan.
30. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the sc-called "Abbasid
Palace"): brick ornament of the lwan.
31. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the sc-called "Abbasid
Palace": muqarnas vault.
32. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): detail of muqarnas vault.
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33. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): detail of the brick ornament of the mabain.
34a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): the entrance.
34b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): brick ornament on western exterior facade.
35a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): brick ornament on western exterior facade;
detail of the lower part.
35b. Baghdad. Al-Kadrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called "Abbasid
Palace"): brick ornament on western exterior fa9ade;
detail of the upper part.
36. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustangiriya: entrance. '
37. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Hustansiriya: river faqade.
38. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustan^iriya: the interior facade
of the entrance block.
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39. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: original terra¬
cotta pieces with various arabesque patterns.
AO. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: the interior
corridor showing a tunnel vault over a series of
transverse arches.
Ala. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: the entrance of
the kitchen at the N.E. facade.
Alb. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: vestibule leading
to the kitchen.
A2a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the
kitchen; first floor showing triple-arched fagade
at the N.E. side.
A2b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the
kitchen; staircase leading to first floor.
A3a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the
kitchen; triple-arched fagade at the N.E. side on
the ground floor.
A3b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the
kitchen; detail of arches at the N. and N.E. sides.
AA. Wasit. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): exterior of
entrance, before restoration.
A5. Vasi£. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): exterior of
entrance, after restoration.
A6. Wasit. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): foundations behind
the entrance including an octagonal mausoleum.
A7. Wasit. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): interior fagade of
the entrance during the course of restoration.
A8. Wasit. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): rear fagade of
entrance (general view).
A9. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al~Sakran. Exterior, north and west sides.
50a. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakrin. Exterior, west side.
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50b. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Exterior, west and south sides.
51. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Exterior, east side.
52. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Inscription above the entrance.
53a. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Brick ornament above the doorway.
53b. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Detail of epigraphic polygon.
54. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: doorway on west side.
55. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: detail of arch and the zone of
transition looking N.E.
56a. Al-Jadlda (30 1cm. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: zone of transition looking
north.
56b. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: zone of transition, detail of
squinch on N.W. side.
57. Al-Jadida (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: the dome.
58. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: the roihrab.
59. Al-Jadlda (30 1cm. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of Muhammad
al-Sakran. Interior: north side, niche.
60. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl before restoration.
61. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl before restoration:
detail of the upper part.
62. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: brickwork of the
shaft and the upper part after restoration.
63. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: brickwork of the
base, after restoration.
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64. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: detail of the
zone of the muqarnasat at the base.
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65. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: restored niche
in the base of Suq al-Ghazl showing "tree of life"
design.
66. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: detail of briek-
v/ork on the shaft,
67. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: detail of
inscription on the upper part.
63. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl surrounded by the
newly built jjami *.
69. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu 'l-Kifl before restoration
(photo: Herzfeid).
70. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu 'l-Kifl before restoration:
view shov/ing the side which retained the brick
ornament.
71. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu 'l-Kifl after restoration.
72. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu 'l-Kifl: detail of brickwork
revetment of the shaft (photo: Herzfeid).
73. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu 'l-Kifl: detail of
inscription and zone of muqarnasat (photo: Herzfeid).
74. Al-Kifl. The mas.jid of Ehu 'l-Kifl: courtyard and the
exterior fa9ade of the mugalla.
75. Al-Kifl. The mas.jid of Ehu '1-Kifl: entrance.
76. Al-Kifl. The masjld of Ehu 'l-Kifl: interior, showing
the vaulting system and main door of the mausoleum.
77. Al-Kifl. The masjld of Ehu * l-Kifl: interior, showing
north-eastern side of the mugalla.
78a. Al-Kifl, The mas.jld of Ehu 'l-Kifl: interior, detail
of domical vault.
78b. Al-Kifl. The mas;)id of Ehu 'l-Kifl: interior, detail
of a pair.
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79a. Al-Kifl, The mas.jld of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior; recent
Hebrew text and ornament.
79b. Al-Kifl. Hall behind the mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl:
interior, detail of vaulting system.
80. Al-Kifl. The muqarnag dome of Ehu '-Kifl.
81a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu »1-Kifl: interior, niche
inside the tomb chamber on the south-east side.
81b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu *1-Kifl: interior, showing
domical vault of the adjacent chamber on the west side.
82a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu 'l-ICiflJ interior showing
zone of transition on north-east side.
82b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: inner shell of
the dome.
83a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior showing
zone of transition on the west side.
83b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Dhu '1-Kifl: interior, showing
north-west side of zone of transition.
84a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior, showing
zone of transition looking north.
84b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior, showing
zone of transition on south-west side.
85* Baghdad. Mosque and mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardi
general view.
86. Baghdad. The muqarnag dome of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardi:
exterior showing south-eastern side.
87a. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Uraar al-Suhrawardi:
north side showing the base of the muqarnas dome
and the inscribed band.
87b. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardi:
exterior. Beginning of the inscribed band, north
side.
88a. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardi:
exterior. Continuation of the inscribed band,
north side.
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08b. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrav/ardl:
exterior. Last part of the inscribed band, north
side.
89. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
entrance.
90. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
detail of inscription over entrance.
91. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrav/ardl:
interior, showing inner shell of dome and zone of
muqarnagat.
92. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
interior, shoving detail of painted disc on inner
shell of dome.
93. Baghdad. The mosque of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
exterior, showing Ottoman entrance and minaret.
94. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al~Mirjaniya: exterior, north side.
The main entrance as it was in the last century.
95a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior, north side.
General view after restoration of the main entrance.
95b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior, south and
south-west sides.
96. Baghdad, Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior, general
view of south-west side.
97. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Inscription
and brickwork of the main entrance.
98. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. The main
entrance after the restoration of 1971.
99. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of the brick ornament on the
right-hand side pier.
100. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: lower part of terra-cotta bands, left-
hand side.
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101. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of cable moulding and terra-cotta
on right-hand aide.
102. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of lbwer part of cable moulding,
right-hand side.
103. Baghdad. Al-Madraca al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of arabesque on the base of cable
moulding, right-hand side.
104. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mlrjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: engaged columns on the base of a pier
on left-hand side.
105. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance fagade: north-east side.
106. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance fagade: detail.
107. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance: detail of terra-cotta.
108. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance: terra-cotta panel over the doorway.
109. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' al-'Tiquli.
110. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Fagade of
musalla: south-west side.
111. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Upper part
of the mugalla fagade.
112. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla, looking north-west.
113. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla, showing inner shell, and zone of transition
of middle dome.
114. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. The mihrab after the Ottoman restoration.
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115. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Brick ornament on north and north-west
^i
sides.
116. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Detail of pendentive of middle dome, north¬
west side.
117. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Brick ornament of the mihrab fagade and
the pendentive of the middle dome, south-west side.
118. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Detail of pendentive, south-west side.
119. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Brick ornament of the mihrab.
120. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Detail of terra-cotta panel on the right-
hand side of the mihrab.
121a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Brick ornament on the upper part of wall,
north-west side.
121b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Brick ornament of springing points of
transverse arches.
122a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Detail of terra-cotta.
122b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: musalla facade.
Doorway of staircase 9.
123. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: musalla facade.
Doorway and brick ornament of staircase 6.
124. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: upper part of mugalla
fagade. Window of room 33.
125. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. The
fagade of the mausoleum of Mirjan» south side.
126a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: inner shell zone of
muqarnasat of the dome of Mirjan.
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126b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: the iwan as it was
at the beginning of this century (photo: Herzfeld).
127. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa ai-Mirjaniya: interior. The Iwan.
east side.
128. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. The beginning of the waqfiya over the
mitjrab.
129a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Continuation of the waqfiya on the left
side of the mifrrab.
129b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalia. Continuation of the waqfiya opposite the
text on the left-hand side of the mihrab,
130. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Continuation of the waofiya over the
middle entrance of the musalla.
131a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Continuation of the waqfiya on the right-
hand side of the mihrab.
131b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalia. Continuation of the waofiva opposite the
text on the right-hand side of the mihrab.
132. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior faQade of
"k116 mugalla. Poem commemorating Sulaiman Pasha's
restoration, over the middle entrance of the musalla.
133a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: the demolition of
the north-east side.
133b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: the demolition of
the musalla. South-west side.
134. Baghdad. Khan Mirjan: exterior. The main entrance,
north-west side.
135. Baghdad. IQian Mirjan: exterior. South-east side before
restoration.
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1J6. Baghdad. Khan MirJan: exterior. Detail of vaulting.
137. Baghdad. IQian Mirjan: exterior. The vaulting and the
south-east facade after restoi'ation.
138. Baghdad. Khin Mirjan: interior. North and north-east
sides during restoration.
139. Baghdad. IChan Mirjan: interior. North and north-west
sides during restoration.
140. Baghdad. Khan Mirjan: the interior after restoration.
141. Kufa. The Great Mosque: general view of the courtyard.
142. Kufa. The Great Mosque: stone capitals discovered in
the mosque (probably Umayyad).
143. Kufa. The Great Mosque: entrance facade with the minaret.
144. Kufa. The Great Mosque: exterior fa9a.de of the entrance.
145. Kufa. The Great Mosque: detail of terra-cotta panel on
the entrance.
146a. Kufa. The Great Mosque: the entrance after restoration.
146b. Kufa. The Great Mosque: detail of recent tile work
surrounding the original terra-cotta panel,
147. Kufa. Al-Sifina: exterior, showing the entrance.
148. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior, showing the courtyard and
the south and v/est sides.
149a. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Detail of arched doorway
on the south side which leads to mas.jid of al-Siflna.
149b. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Zone of transition of the
south domical vault.
150. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Detail of brickwork of
southern vault.
151. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Detail of brick ornamentation
on the south-west Iwan.
152. Kufa. Al-Siflna: mihrab.
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153. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: view from south.
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154a. Kufa. The "bridge of ICirl Si'da: north-west side.
154b. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: north side.
155a. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: detail of span, south
side.
155b. Kufa. The bridge of Kiri Si'da: roadway, east side.
156a. Basra. Jami' al-Kawvaz: exterior, general view.
156b. Ba§ra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: exterior. Inscription above
the entrance.
157a. Basra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: exterior of dome showing detail
of the tile decoration.
157b. Basra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: minaret.
158a. Basra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: minaret, detail of the upper
part.
158b. Basra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: exterior fagade of the mugalla.
159. Near Tikrlt. Khan al-IQiirnina: mihrab.
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160a. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: mihrab.
160b. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: detail of the inner niche of
the mihrab.
161. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'Abd al-Rahman: mihrab.
• ■ — it
162a. Samarra: stucco ornament discovered in dar no.l, room 53.
162b. Samarra: stucco ornament discovered in dar no.9, room 19.
163. Mosul. Al-JuwaichatI Mosque: mihrab.
164. Sinjar. Stone niche (probably a mihrab) discovered at a
site known as Gu-Kummet.
165. Near Mosul. Monastery of Mar Behnam: doorway.
166. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mihrab.
167a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mifcirab. Detail of the
central niche.
167b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mihrab. Detail of
t
upper part of central niche.
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168a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mifrrab. Detail of
lower part of central niche.
168b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mihrab. Detail of
lower part of left side.
169a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Yahya ibn al-Qasim: interior.
Inscribed frieze.
169b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'Awn al-l3!n: doorway of the
so-called madfan al-Ja'farl.
170a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway.
170b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of
upper part.
171a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of
the right-hand side.
171b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of a
trilobed panel on the right-hand side.
172. Mosul. Mosque of Imam Bahir: mihrab.
173. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'All al-Hadl: marble
sarcophagus. Detail of the cover.
174. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'All al-HadX: marble
sarcophagus. Detail of the side panels.
175* 'Amadiya: Bab al-'Amadiya.
176a. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior, inscribed band.
Parts of Sura II, w. 144, 150.
176b. Mosul. Al-Nuri Mosque: interior, inscribed band.
Part of Sura II, v. 150.
177. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: interior. Inlaid
marble slab.
178. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Muhsin (ai-Madrasa al-Nuriya):
interior. Inlaid marble slab.
179. Mosul: two fragments of inlaid marble, originally
constituting one piece. Provenance not stated.
180. Samarra: stucco panel from a house in the great avenue.
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181. Samarra: stucco panel from al-Huwaisilat palace.
182. Mosul. Al-Kurl Mosque: interior. Stucco facade over
the mlhrab, general view.
18j5a. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco facade over
the mihrah, lower part.
183b. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco fa9ade over
the mihrah: detail of central and lower part of
panel.
184. Mosul. Al-NurX Mosque: interior. Stucco window-frame
inside the musalla.
... ..I
185. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco window-frame
inside the musalla: detail of the inner frames.
186. Mosul. Ai-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco window-frame
inside the musalla: detail of the left-hand panel.
187. Mosul. Al-Mujahitil Mosque: interior, Mihrab: detail
of the stucco ornament.
183. Mosul. Copper pencil case: detail of the inner face
of the lid.
189. Mosul. Jami' al-Imam Ibrahim: wooden door.
190. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: minbar. Right-hand side
view.
191. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: minbar. Left-hand side
view.
192. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: minbar. Left side, detail
of the upper part.
193. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: minbar, Left side, detail
of Kufic inscription, showing signatures of tho
artists.
194. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: minbar. Front view.
195a. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: wooden door.
195b. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: wooden door. Detail of the
upper part.
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196. Mosul. The mosque.of Imam Bahir: wooden door, left leaf.
197. Eaghdad. The mosque of al-'SqulIs v;ooden sarcophagus.
Rear and right-hand side panels.
198. Baghdad. The mosque of al-'SqulI: wooden sarcophagus.
Left-hand side panels.
199. Baghdad. The mosque of al-'JqulI: wooden sarcophagus.
Detail of front panel.
200. Baghdad. The mosque of al-'TLqulI: wooden sarcophagus.
Detail of rear panel.
 






5• Near Samarra Mausoleum of Imam Dur: interior of the
dome•
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6. Baghdad. Bab al-Tllism.
 
8.Baghdad.T emausoleumofZumur dK atun(p p larlyknownas"SittZubaida").
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9. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Zumurud Khatun (popularly















17. Sinjar. Minaret dated 598/1201.
J
17a. Zakhu. "Al-Jisr al-'AbbasI".
18.Mosul.Theca tleofBashTabiya.






ArbTl. The minaret al-Muzaffariya after restoration.
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23. Mosul. Mausoleum of al-Imam Yahya ibn al-Gasim.
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24. Baghdad. The minaret of Jami' al-Khaffafln.
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26. Baghdad. The minaret of Jaml' Qumriya.
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32. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharibiya (the so-called
"Abbasid Palace"): detail of muqarnag vault.
33
Al-Madrasa al-Sharebiya (the so-called
"Abbasid Palace"): de-tail of the brick
ornament of the mabain.
34a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-3harabiya (the so-called
"Abbasid Palace"): the entrance.
34b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called





Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called
•♦Abbasid Palace"): brick ornament on western
fafcade; detail of the lower part.
35b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (the so-called
"Abbasid Palace"): brick ornament on
western; exterior facade; detail of the
upper part.
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39.Baghdad.Al-Ma r saal- ustangiriya:origin lterra¬ cottapieceswithvari usar besq epatterns.
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Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: the interior
corridor showing a tunnel vault over a series
of transverse arches.
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41a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustan^iriya: the entrance of
the kitchen at the N.E. facade.
41b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustan§iriya: vestibule
leading to the kitchen.
42a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustan§iriya: interior of the
kitchen; first flSor showing triple-arched
facade at the N.E. side.
42b. Baghdad. Al-ljdadrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the




I 43a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriya: interior of the
kitchen; triple-arched fajade at the N.E.
side on the ground floor.
43b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mustansiriyai interior of the
kitchen; detail of arches at the N. and N.S.
sides.
44
UU, ¥asit. U^etfrasa al-Sharabiya (?)s exter:
entrance, before restoration.
A
45.Wasit.Al-M drasaal—Shar biy(?):exte iorof entrance,af errestoratio .
4o.Was!J.Al-Madrasaal-^h rabiya(?):found t onsbeh ndtheentranceincludingaoctago alm us leum.O
k
47
47. Wasi£. Al-Madrasa al-Sharabiya (?): interior facade
of the entrance during the course of restoration.




49. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Iluhammad al-Sakran. Exterior, north and west
sicles.
• ! —, —; —; ■ ■ : i
50
50a. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Exterior, west side.
50b. Al-JadXda (30 km. N.E._of Baghdad): mausoleum of




52. Al-Jadlda (30 km.M.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Inscription above the
entrance.
53
53a. Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E._of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Brick ornament above the
doorway.
1 Sh ^ km. N.E^ of Baghdad): mausoleum ofMuftammad "" an. Detail of epigraphic polygoi
54
Al-Jadlda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Interior: doorway on west
side.
Al-JadXda (30 km. N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Interior: detail of arch
ancl the zone of transition looking N.E.
56
56a. Al-Jadlda (30 knu K.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Interior: zone of transition
looking north.
56b. Al-Jadlda (30 knn N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Interior: zone of transition
detail of squinch on N.W. side.
57
57. Al-Jadlda (30 knu N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Muhammad al-Sakran. Interior: the dome.
58
58. Al-Jadlda (30 knn, N.E. of Baghdad): mausoleum of
Mufciamraad al-Sakran. Interior: the mlhrab.
59
59* M^hJad~Sa P2 S10,1 N#E; of Baghda<0: mausoleum ofMuhammad al-Sakran. Interior: north side, niche,
60. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl before
restoration.
61. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl beforerestoration: detail of the upper part.
6 2
Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: brick-work of the
shaft hnd the upper part after restoration.
63
64
64. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: detail of the
zone of the muqarnagat at the base.
65
65. Baghdad. The minaret of Suq al-Ghazl: restored niche




67.Baghdad.T eminar tofSuqal-Ghazl:det ilof inscriptionontheup erpart.
68
t
68. Baghdad. The minaret of Sug al-Ghazl surrounded by
the newly built .iami'.
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69. Al—Kifl, The minaret of Ehu *1—Kifl before restoratiox
(photo: Herzfeld)
70
70. Al-Kifl. The minaret of Dhu *1-Kifl before restoration:
view showing the side which retained the brick ornament.
71
72
1-Kifl. The minaret of Ehu '1-Kifl: detail of brick¬
work revetment of the shaft (photo: Herzfeld).
73.Al-Kifl.TheminaretofIhu'l-Kifl:detailof inscriptionandzo eofmuqarnagat(photo: Herzfeld).""
74
74. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of Dhu *1-Kifl; courtyard and the
exterior J^a^ade of the musalla.
75. Al-Kifl. The mas.lid of Ehu '1-Klfls entrance"
7 6
76. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of ttiu '1-Kifl: interior, showing
the vaulting systemand main door of the mausoleum.
77,
77. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of Ehu ' 1-Kif1: interior, showing
north—eastern side of the musalla.
78
78a. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of Hiu '1-Kifl: interior, detail
of domical vault.
78b. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of Ihu »1-Kifl: interior, detail
of a pair.
79
79a. Al-Kifl. The mas.iid of Ehu 'l-Kifl: interior; recent
Hebrew text and ornament.
raepa
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80. Al-Kifl. The muqarnag dome of Ehu 'l-Kifl
81a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Dhu '1-Kifl: interior,
niche inside the tomb chamber on the south-east side
Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior,
showing domical vault of the adjacent chamber on the
west side.
82a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: interior
showing zone of transition on north-east side.
82b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ehu '1-Kifl: inner shell of
the dome.
83
83a. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of Ifcu 'l-Klfl: interior showing
zone of transition on the west side.
83b. Al-Kifl. The mausoleum of IhO »i-Kifl: interior, showing
north-west side of zone of transition.




zone of transition on south-west side.
oo
Cn
85.Baghdad.MosqueanmausoleumofShaik'Um r al-Suhrawardl:gene lvi w.
86
87
87a. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
north side showing the base of the muqarnag dome and
the inscribed band.
\
87b. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
exterior. Beginning of the inscribed band, north side.
88
88a. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
exterior. Continuation of the inscribed band, north
side.
88b. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
exterior. Last part of the inscribed band, north side.
89
89. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Uraar al-Suhrawardx:
entrance.
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90. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
detail of inscription over entrance.
91
91. Baghdad. The mausoleum of Shaikh "Umar al-buhraward!:
interior^ showing inner shell of dome and zone of
muaarnasat.
92
Baghdad. The mausoleum of ohaikh Umar al-Suhrawardx:





93. Baghdad. The mosque of Shaikh 'Umar al-Suhrawardl:
exterior, showing Ottoman entrance and minaret.
94
94. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-MirJaniya: exterior, north
side. The main entrance as it was in the last century.
95a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior, north
side. General view after restoration of the main
entrance.





97. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior
Inscription and brickwork of thc ^ta anS^ce.
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98, Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. The main
entrance after the restoration of 1971.
99
99. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Plain
entrance: detail of the brick ornament on the right-
hand side pier. 6
1 oo
100. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-MIrjaniya: exterior. Main^
entrance: lower part of terra-cotta bands, left-hand
side.
1 0 1
101. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mir^aniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of cable moulding and terra-cotta
on right-hand side.
1
102. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mir^aniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of lower part of cable moulding,
right-hand side.
1 03
103. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: exterior. Main
entrance: detail of arabesque on the base of cable
moulding, right-hand side.
t 04
104. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjanlyas exterior.




106. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance fajade: detail.
1 07
107. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance: detail of terra-cotta.
'J 0 8
108. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior. Main
entrance: terra-cotta panel over the doorway.
— : : : : — ■ : • ' ' i'-
109
 
111.Baghdad.Al-Madrasaal=Mirjaniy :interio .Uppet ofthemusallafacad .
1 1 2
112. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla, looking north-west.
1 13
113. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the




d. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
a. Brick oraament on north and north-west sides
1 1 6
116. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Detail of pendentive of middle dome, north¬
west side.
It 1 7
Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Brick ornament of the mifrrab facade and the
pendentive of the middle dome, south-west side.
1 1 8
118, Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the




Al-Madrasa al-Mirjiniya: interior of the
Brick ornament of the mihrab,mmJUmmmm
1 2 0
Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya
mugalla. Detail of terra-cotta p
hand side of the mihrab.
\11
121a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Brick ornament on the upper part of wall,
north-west side.
121b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Brick ornament of springing points of
transverse arches.
1 2 2
122b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: mugalla facade.
Doorway of staircase 9*
1 2 3
123* Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: musalla facade.




125.Baghdad.Al-Ma rasaal-Mirjani^a:interior.The fa9adeofthemausoleumMirJan,southid .
1 2 6
126a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: inner shell zon*
of muqarnasat of the dome of Mirjan.
:6b. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: the Iwan as it was
at the beginning of this century (photo: Herzfeld).
 
128.Baghdad.Al-Ma rasaal-Mirjaniya:inte iorofthe mugalla.Thebeginningofthwaqfiyav rihr b.
1 2 9
129a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
musalla. Continuation of the waqflya on the left side
oi'xne mifrrab.
illpIPSHraSSPS!S®KBJRi « &« fa s kKnife
V ' r a/I Q 7 ^
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131a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: interior of the
mugalla. Continuation of the waqfiya on the right-hand
isicie of the raihrab.




132. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniyas exterior^fa^ade of
the musalla. Poem commemorating Sulaiman Pasha's
restoration, over the middle entrance of the musalla.
133
133a. Baghdad. Al-Madrasa al-Mirjaniya: the demolition of
the north-east side.
1 3 4






136. Baghdad. Khan Mirjan: exterior. Detail of vaulting.
OJ
%1
jl37.Baghdad.K nMirjan:exterior.Thevaultingndt (south-eastfacadeaft rrestoration.
1 3 8
13Q- Baghdad. Khan Mirjan: interior. North and north-east
sides during restoration.
139.Baghdad.KhanMirj sinterior.No thannorth-we t sidesduringrestoration.
 
141.Kufa.TheGre tMosquesg n ralviewfthcourtya d
1 42
142. Kufa. The Great Mosque: stone capitals discovered in
the mosque (probably Umayyad).
u
143.KufaTheGre tMosqu :entrancefafcadwithth minaret.
1 44
144. Kufa. The Great Mosques exterior facade of the
entrance.
145.Kufa.TheGreatMosque:det ilfterra-cottap nel ontheentrance.
1 4 6
146a. Kufa. The Great Mosque: the entrance after restoration.
146b. Kufa. The Great Mosque: detail of recent tile work
surrounding the original terra—cotta panel.
1 4 7
147. Kufa. Al-Siflna: exterior, showing the entrance.




149a. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Detail of arched doorway
on the south side which leads to mas.lid of al-Siflna.
 
1 5 o
50. Kufa. Al-Siflna: interior. Detail of brie
southern vault.
151.Kufa.Al—Sifln :interior.De a lofbr ck ornamentationoths uth-westIwan.
t 52
1 53
153« Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si4da: view from south.
1 54
154a. Kiufa. The bridge of Kirl Si*da: north-west side.
154b. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: north side.
1 55
155a. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: detail of span,
south side.
155b. Kufa. The bridge of Kirl Si'da: roadway, east side.
1 S 6
157a. Bagra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: exterior of dome showing
detail of the tile decoration.
157b. Bagra. Jami' al—Kawwaz: minaret.




157a. Bagra. Jami' al-Kawwaz: exterior of dome showing
detail of the tile decoration.






161. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam *Abd al-Rahman: mihrab.
• *.
1 62
162b. Samarra: stucco ornament discovered in dar no.9»
room 19.
1 63
163. Mosul. Al—JuwaichatT Mosque: mlhrab.
A
1 64
Stone niche (probably a mihrab) discovered at
a site known as Gu-KununeTT* erea az
1 65
165. Near Mosul. Monastery of Mar Behnam: doorway
1 6 6
1 6 7
lo7b. Mosul# Mausoleum of Panja 'All: mihrab. Detail of;
upper part of central nicHe! "
1
1 68
16da. Mosul. Mausoleum of Panja 'AlTi mihrab. Detail o£
1ever eart-of central niciae.
 
t 6 9
169a. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Yahya ibn al-Qasim:
interior. Inscribed*frieze.
169b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'Awn al-Dln: doorway of the
so-called madfan al-Ja'farl.
«i))ii«pmm.ium i.-iumi. in'oiwn muiuiiiinii iiimhh«i.i i.iii win»
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170b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of
upper part.
71
171a* Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of
the right-hand side.
171b. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam Bahir: doorway. Detail of
a trilobed panel on the right-hand side.
1 72
1 73
Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'All al-HadT: marble




174. Mosul. Mausoleum of Imam 'All al-Hadl: marble




176a.Mosul.Al—NurlMosque:interior,inscribedba d. PartsofSu aII,w.144,50. 176b.Mosul.Al-NurlMosque:interior,inscribedband. Parto;SuraII,v.150
1




179. Mosul: two fragments of inlaid marble, originally
constituting one piece. Provenance not stated.
180.Samarra:stuccopanelfrohouseint egre taven e.
1 81
181. Samarra: stucco panel from al-Huwaisilat palace
1 82
\
182. Mosul. Al-Kurl Mosque: interior. Stucco facade over
the mihrab. general view.
1 83
183a. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco facade over
the mifrrab, lower part.
183b. Mosul. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco facade over




185 • Mosill. Al-Nurl Mosque: interior. Stucco window-frame
inside the mugalla: detail of the inner frames.
1 86
186. Mosul. Al-Nurx Mosque: interior. Stucco window-frame





188.Mosul.C pperpencilcas :detaifthinnfac ofthelid.
1 89
1 90





191* 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque; minbar. Left-hand side view.
1 92
192. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: mlnbar. Left side, detail
of the upper part.
1 93
193. Amad^ya. The Great Mosque: minbar. Left side, detailof Kufic inscription, showing signatures of the artists.
 
1 95
195a. 'Amadiya. The Great Mosque: wooden door.
1 96





197.Baghdad.T emosqueofal-*AqulI:w odensarcopha us. Rearandright—handsidepan ls.
198.Baghdad.T emosquefal-'IqulX:w o nsarcophagus Left-handsidepanels.
1 99
Detail of front panel.
200.Baghdad.T emosqueofal—'Aquli:w o nsarc phagus. Detailofre rpane .
N>
O o
